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Editorial 

There’s little club action to report at this time of year, so we’re fortunate that Richard L has come up 
with an update on the Elan restoration. It’s been a while, so good to get an update! Should you be 
wondering how mine’s progressing, I’m still falling back on the ‘offspring’s returned furniture in the 
garage’ excuse for now. Hopefully in the New Year ……………. 

It will be relatively late when you get this, but hopefully you’ll all have the details of the Christmas meal 
at Hadlow Manor by now. This is the closest we’ll get to a 25th anniversary year get-together, so let’s 
hope for a really good turn-out. I look forward to seeing you there, and getting any feedback you may 
have regarding events, newsletters or anything else NKLG related. 

When size does matter……………. 

They say you learn more by seeing than hearing and more by doing than seeing. My recent experience 
bears this out. From the start of this project I was aware of the need to take lots of photos, make notes 
and not to throw away old parts too early. Regarding photos, you can never have too many. During the 
whole dismantling phase I felt that I was reasonably good at taking photos and notes. However this 
tended to be where I felt that re-assembly could be tricky (e.g. carburettors, heater, locks etc.). It was 
probably at the expense of failing to take other photos / notes where I thought re-assembly would be 
easy or obvious. Over the last few months I have regretted this, wishing I had taken more photos. 
Nevertheless, I have been grateful for the opportunity to see and photograph elements of  Richard C’s 
and Roger D’s baby Elans to establish how some of the simpler items are meant to be re-installed in the 
vehicle. 

But this article relates more to the importance of not throwing old parts away too soon. I have tended to 
work on the basis that I only dispose of old parts when I have new ones in my possession. I have now 
concluded that you should not throw  items 
away until you have actually installed the 
new ones on the car and they actually fit. 
Not rocket science, I hear you say! 

The prompt for this comes from my recent 
experience with regard to my hydraulic 
systems. Early on I had purchased a master 
cylinder for my brakes from a Lotus supplier. 
More recently, I shopped around for a 
replacement clutch master cylinder and 
found one advertised as a Lotus 
replacement with all the correct bore 
reqirements etc. 

Both cylinders were complete with push rods 
and so I threw the old cylinders away as they 
were in a terrible state. 
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I was very keen to test that the clutch worked before adding exhaust and carburretors to the engine for 
obvious reasons.  However when installing the 
new master cylinders I found that they had 
different lengths of push rod – not something I 
had thought of. I checked Brian Buckland’s 
book which even provided an engineering 
drawing. The brake push rod matched perfectly 
but the clutch push rod was far too short. I 
phoned the supplier who said normally folk just 
use their original one! 

I checked SJ Sportscars website and 
interestingly their part description includes 
“change push rod”. In the end I obtained an 
adjustable push rod from my clutch cylinder 
supplier. 

As I had also thrown away my old clutch hydraulic 
hose, I decided to play it safe and purchase from SJ 
Sportcars after also clarifying with them which of their 
3 hoses I should use. They had also advised me that 
for an S3 (S4 are different) the hose went over the 
belhousing (previously mine went under the engine, 
apparently one for a Lotus Cortina I was told). They 
made the point that it would be a tight fit but it would 
be just long enough but then there was absolutely no 
tolerance for engine vibration. I couldn’t live with that.  

After a further discussion with SJ Sportscar, I sent it 
back agreeing to a refund. I then checked with Paul 
Matty Sportscars and  purchased one from them 
which did indeed prove to be just a few centimetres 
longer. So size does matter when it comes to push 
rods and hydraulic hoses!  

The good news is that the clutch system is fully installed and seems to work (at least it passed a 
manual test in 1st gear). This now gives me the green light for the next step of installing the new, 2 part, 

exhaust manifold which will entail lifting the 
engine just off it’s mountings to squeeze it 
through between engine and chassis similar to 
a chinese puzzle (see previous newsletter on 
this).  

Other items of progress since my last update 
include carburretor rebuild, rear light 
refurbishment and removal of window frame for 
re-chroming. 

More about all these in a future issue! 

Richard L 
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Sevenoaks Monthly Motor Meet 

I was recently told about an informal gathering of car enthusiasts who during the summer months meet 
every third Sunday in the month for a 9am Breakfast and a chat at “The Woodman”, Ide Hill (TN14 6BU). 
Roger D and I decided to investigate this gathering on behalf of NKLG and see if any unknown local 
Lotus owners were there (a recruitment drive!).  

Unfortunately, the October meet was the last of the year but in addition to Rogers and my Lotus, a mixed 
selection of classic cars were in attendance, including several Austin Healy 3000’s, three Lancia’s, a 
Jaguar XK140, Fiat, Mini, MG’s, a single Lotus M100, a VX220 and numerous Caterham’s and a real 
classic, a 1930’s Aston Martin. According to my informant several “super cars” normally attend eg. 
McLarens, Ferrari etc. but do not venture out of their lairs this late in the year! 

Even though Roger D arrived with his Elise hood down, we decided that it would be even more enjoyable 

to attend in the spring/summer as most classic cars have now headed into their warm and dry garages.  

Vaughn R 

PS. Being a “Wimp” I had my hardtop on but my excuse is it was a bit cold! 
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Contacts 

Meetings: 2nd Wednesday each month, The Moody Mare, Seven Mile Lane, ME18 5QY 

Web Site: www.NorthkentLotusgroup.org 


